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New Keynesian models for which firms unilaterally adjust labor along both
the intensive, and extensive margins usually fail to reproduce the volatility
of unemployment. In this paper, we show that a marginal wage much more
responsive than the average wage to shocks—in accordance with empiri-
cal observations—is a crucial mechanism allowing these models to repli-
cate unemployment dynamics. At the same time, the large movements of
the marginal wage are consistent with the low volatility of inflation as such
movements induce strong strategic complementarities between price setters.
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Over the past two decades, the “New Keynesian frame-
work”1—which, basically, introduces imperfect competition and nominal price stick-
iness within an otherwise standard Real Business Cycle core structure—has become
the workhorse to study business cycle fluctuations andmonetary policy.2 A prominent
vintage of models has introduced search and matching frictions within this frame-
work, allowing the analysis of the joint dynamics of unemployment and inflation.
However, these models still have difficulties in generating a large volatility of the
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1. This framework was alternatively called “Neomonetarist” by Kimball (1995), “New Neoclassical

Synthesis” by Goodfriend and King (1997), “New Keynesian” by Clarida, Galí, and Gertler (1999), and
“Neo-Wicksellian” byWoodford (2003). Here we follow the (by now) common usage and adopt the “New
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2. See Galí (2008, chapter 3) for a presentation of the canonical New Keynesian model, and Galí
(2018) for an assessment 10 years after the Great Recession.
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unemployment rate once firms, realistically, can adjust labor along both the intensive
(hours per worker) and extensive (employment) margins.3 In this paper, we argue that
these difficulties stem from a particular feature of existing models, namely that they
deliver roughly the same behavior for the marginal wage (the wage paid to hire an
additional hour of work) and for the average wage (the hourly wage). This feature
stands in sharp contrast with the empirical results of Bils (1987), who finds that the
marginal wage increases much more than the average wage with hours worked in the
United States.
The first contribution of the present paper is to show that a marginal wage much

more responsive than the average wage is a key mechanism enabling the New Keyne-
sian (henceforth NK) framework to replicate the dynamics of the unemployment rate.
Indeed, this pattern of wages implies that the value of hiring an additional worker is it-
self highly responsive to shocks, thus creating a strong incentive to adjust labor along
the extensive margin. One could object that large movements in the marginal wage
would generate important fluctuations in the inflation rate, at odds with the small vari-
ations of this variable observed in the data. The second contribution of this paper is
to stress that large movements in the marginal wage are consistent with the observed
dynamics of inflation: they induce strong strategic complementarities between price
setters, which in turn produce a low volatility of the inflation rate through a flat New
Keynesian Phillips Curve (henceforth NKPC). We further point out that the larger the
responses of the marginal wage, the stronger the strategic complementarities and the
flatter the NKPC.
In order to illustrate these points, we consider an NK model (with search and

matching frictions in the labor market) in which firms create jobs, determine hours
per worker, and set prices. Firms also bargain with each of their workers over the av-
erage wage. Importantly, they choose hours per worker before the wage negotiation
occurs, taking rationally into account that a marginal change in hours per employee
will imply a change in the bargained average wage.4 The marginal and average wages
are therefore not equal and can display different cyclical patterns. Moreover, employ-
ment is predetermined, so that firms can only adjust hours per worker on impact in
response to shocks.5 This entails that marginal cost in the short run is defined by the
marginal wage (deflated by the productivity of an additional hour of work).
Within this framework, we compare various wage bargains that provide different

degrees of flexibility for the marginal and average wages. We show that the wage
bargains that deliver a marginal wage much more responsive than the average wage
to shocks enable this framework to replicate the high volatility of the unemployment
and vacancy rates in the United States. At the same time, these wage bargains produce

3. This is particularly the case for Sveen and Weinke (2008), Christoffel and Kuester (2008), and
Thomas (2011).

4. Such an assumption is notably made in the NK literature by Sveen and Weinke (2009), Thomas
(2011), and Dossche, Lewis, and Poilly (2014).

5. Predetermined employment appears as a reasonable assumption as VAR evidence suggests that, on
impact, employment responds little (if at all) to shocks (seeMonacelli, Perotti, and Trigari 2010, Brueckner
and Pappa 2012).
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a low volatility of the inflation rate through a large amount of strategic complemen-
tarities between firms. Conversely, the wage bargains that generate roughly the same
pattern for the marginal and average wages completely fail to reproduce the large
fluctuations in unemployment and vacancies. Hence, a main conclusion of this paper
is that what matters for labor-market dynamics is not the “stickiness” of wages per
se, but the stickiness of the average wage with respect to the marginal wage.
To gain some intuition, let us assume that the economy is hit by a positive demand

shock. In an NK environment, most firms cannot adjust their selling price instanta-
neously. These firms will therefore raise production and, consequently, the volume of
working hours. Given predetermined employment, they must initially increase hours
of existing employees. They will subsequently raise employment if the value associ-
ated with hiring newworkers increases sufficiently. The value of an additional worker
positively depends on the marginal wage, as a newly hired worker allows to save ex-
tra hours (that would have been paid at this wage) of already employed workers. On
the other hand, this value negatively depends on the average wage, as it is the wage
at which each hour of a newly hired worker is paid. Hence, a marginal wage much
more responsive than the average wage implies that the value of an additional worker
rises significantly after a positive demand shock. This produces a strong incentive for
firms to create jobs, leading to a large fall in unemployment.
Let us now turn to inflation dynamics. As marginal cost in the short run is equal

to the marginal wage (deflated by the marginal product of hours), large movements
in the marginal wage directly entail large variations in the inflation rate. But at the
same time, these movements indirectly dampen inflation variations. To understand
this indirect effect, take a firm contemplating a reduction in its relative price. Given
predetermined employment, this firm will have to raise hours per worker to adjust
production to the resulting higher demand. Anticipating the ensuing large increase in
its marginal cost, the firm finally keeps its price in line with the overall price level.
Such a strategic complementarity, or real price rigidity, therefore alleviates the price
changes of the firms that can reset their selling prices. This indirect effect in price
setting also flattens the NKPC. Crucially, the size of this effect increases with the
response of the marginal wage: the larger this response, the stronger the strategic
complementarities and the flatter the NKPC. Consequently, larger responses of the
marginal wage imply larger movements (direct effect) along a flatter NKPC (indirect
effect).
We first assess the role of the relative variations in the marginal and average wages

for the reproduction of labor-market dynamics in the United States. We consider
three wage bargains: the standard Nash bargaining, the credible bargaining (Hall
and Milgrom 2008), and the wage norm (Hall 2005). The Nash bargaining displays
flexibility for the marginal and average wages. Conversely, the wage norm gener-
ates rigidities for both wages. These two wage bargains counterfactually produce
small fluctuations in the unemployment and vacancy rates. On the other hand, the
credible bargaining provides a flexible marginal wage but a sticky average wage.6

6. The marginal wage is the same as under Nash bargaining, but the average wage is stickier.
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This wage bargain reproduces the high volatility of vacancies and unemployment.
Hence, when firms adjust labor along both margins, a marginal wage much more
responsive than the average wage is a crucial mechanism to replicate labor-market
fluctuations.7

We next assess the implications of different response sizes of the marginal
wage in terms of inflation dynamics. As the wage norm generates low fluctua-
tions in the marginal wage, this wage bargain obviously reproduces the small re-
actions of inflation to shocks. Interestingly, although producing large movements
in the marginal wage, the Nash bargaining and the credible bargaining also repli-
cate the low volatility of inflation. For these wage bargains, the smooth adjustment
of prices stems from high strategic complementarities (which flatten the NKPC).
High strategic complementarities, in turn, result from the sizable movements in
the marginal wage. The direct effect of large variations in the marginal wage
on inflation is therefore more than offset by the indirect effect induced by these
variations.
We finally investigate (alternatively) two important modifications of the baseline

framework. First, we assume that firms now determine hours per worker after hav-
ing negotiated over the average wage. This assumption corresponds to the Right-To-
Manage set-up initiated by Trigari (2006). The main implication is that the marginal
wage is always equal to the average wage, as each additional hour of work can be
hired at the previously bargained average wage. In this case, whatever the wage bar-
gain implemented, the volatility of the unemployment and vacancy rates becomes
negligible. Thus, when the marginal and average wages display the same responses
to shocks, the fluctuations occurring in the labor market are completely at odds with
the empirical evidence. Second, we assume that the average wage is posted (rather
than bargained) by firms before the matching process takes place. This assumption,
initially suggested by Moen (1997), is known as Competitive Search Equilibrium.
In this case, the solution for the average and marginal wages converges to the so-
lution that would occur under Nash bargaining (restricted by the Hosios condition).
As under Nash bargaining both wages follow roughly the same pattern, the volatility
of the unemployment and vacancy rates is accordingly low in Competitive Search
Equilibrium.

Related literature

The four papers closest to the present work are those of Sveen and Weinke (2008),
Christoffel and Kuester (2008), Sveen and Weinke (2009), and Thomas (2011). All
these contributions adopt an NK model (with labor-market frictions) in which firms
unilaterally adjust both labor margins. We do not consider frameworks in which firms

7. It is worth mentioning that the papers referred to in footnote 3, which we discuss in greater detail
below, have only considered the Nash bargaining and the wage norm. This explains why the models of
these papers fail to reproduce the dynamics of the labor market. By contrast, the credible bargaining (or
any other wage bargain displaying a marginal wage much more responsive than the average wage) has not
been investigated in models where firms determine both margins of labor.
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and workers bargain over hours per workers as Rotemberg (2008) provides some evi-
dence, related to the length of the workweek in the United States, against negotiations
over hours per employee.8

Sveen andWeinke (2008) show that sticky wages, implemented by the wage norm,
do not bring more unemployment volatility than flexible wages, implemented by the
Nash bargaining. One could conclude from their results that the dynamics of wages
has no impact on these of job creations and unemployment. In this paper, we argue
that this conclusion would miss the point that what matters is the relative dynamics
of the marginal and average wages. We stress that the wage norm and the Nash bar-
gaining fail to reproduce labor-market facts as these wage bargains deliver roughly
the same responses for the marginal and average wages. By contrast, the credible bar-
gaining replicates labor-market dynamics by providing a marginal wage much more
responsive than the average wage.
Christoffel and Kuester (2008) assume that hours per worker are determined

through Right To Manage. They point out that introducing some stickiness in the av-
erage wage turns into sluggish marginal cost, generating inflation inertia. They also
find a calibration, including fixed costs associated with maintaining existing jobs,
which allows their framework to reproduce the volatility of the unemployment and
vacancy rates. Nevertheless, this volatility collapses in the absence of the fixed costs.
This result is consistent with the argument of this paper: in order to restitute labor-
market dynamics, the marginal wage should exhibit much larger movements than the
average wage.
Sveen and Weinke (2009) emphasize that strategic complementarities in price set-

ting emerge when firms both bargain over the average wage and set prices. For a given
pattern of the marginal wage, these complementarities imply a lower response of in-
flation to shocks. Here, we invoke strategic complementarities to show that sizable
fluctuations in the marginal wage are consistent with small movements in the infla-
tion rate.We further stress that the degree of strategic complementarities, and then the
slope of the NKPC, depend on the responses of the marginal wage: larger responses
entail stronger strategic complementarities and a flatter NKPC. Hence, large varia-
tions in the marginal wage create an incentive for firms to smooth the adjustment of
prices that more than overcomes the direct impact of these variations on inflation.
With the same framework as the one used in this paper and the Nash bargain-

ing, Thomas (2011) replicates the large volatility of the unemployment and vacancy
rates. However, the responses of employment to shocks are amplified by an additional
mechanism related to the introduction ofmoney through a cash-in-advance constraint.
Thomas next assumes a more standard cashless economy (associated with a Taylor
rule) and finds that the volatility of unemployment and vacancies declines substan-
tially. In this paper, we show that this framework is able to reproduce labor-market
dynamics even for a cashless economy, provided that the marginal wage displays
much larger movements than the average wage.

8. Trigari (2006) also notices that hours per worker are rarely the object of negotiations. Trigari (2009),
however, uses the efficient bargaining framework for simplicity.
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we present the
model and lay a particular emphasis on the various wage bargains considered. In Sec-
tion 2, we calibrate and assess its quantitative implications along the labor-market and
inflation dimensions. Section 3 considers Right To Manage and Competitive Search
Equilibrium. Section 4 concludes.

1. THE MODEL

The basic structure of the model stems from Thomas (2011). Household mem-
bers supply labor services on a frictional labor market and consume differentiated
goods produced by monopolistic firms. These firms set prices, create jobs, and de-
termine hours per worker. They also bargain over the hourly wage with each worker.
We depart from Thomas (2011) and other papers that use this framework by imple-
menting alternative wage bargains. Finally, the monetary authority sets the nominal
interest rate.

1.1 Labor-Market Frictions

Searching for a worker to fill a vacancy involves a fixed cost χ . The number of
new matches for each period is given by a matching function m(ut, vt ), where ut
and vt represent the number of unemployed workers and the number of open job
vacancies, respectively, at period t. As the labor force is normalized to one, ut and vt
also represent the unemployment and vacancy rates.
The matching rate for unemployed workers, the job-finding rate, is given by

f (θt ) ≡ m(ut ,vt )
ut

. This rate increases with market tightness θt , the ratio of vacancies

to unemployment. The rate at which vacancies are filled is given by q(θt ) ≡ m(ut ,vt )
vt

,
which decreases with θt .
Finally, matches are destroyed at the exogenous rate s at the end of each period.

1.2 Households

Following Merz (1995), we assume a large representative household in which a
fraction nt of members are employed in a measure-one continuum of firms. The re-
maining fraction ut = 1 − nt is unemployed and searching for a job. Equal consump-
tion across members is ensured through the pooling of incomes. The welfare of the
household is given by

Ht = u(ct ) − xh

∫ 1

0
nit

h1+ηit

1 + η
di+ βEtHt+1,

where ct is a Dixit–Stiglitz aggregator of different varieties of goods, nit the number
of workers in firm i ∈ [0, 1], hit the number of hours worked by a worker in firm i,
and xh a positive scaling parameter of disutility of work.
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Fig 1. Timing - Baseline.

The household faces the sequence of real budget constraints:

∫ 1

0
nitwithitdi+ (1 − nit )b+ �t

Pt
+ (1 + it )

Bt−1

Pt
≥ ct + Bt

Pt
,

where wit is the real hourly wage earned by a worker in firm i, b is the unem-
ployment income (including notably unemployment benefits and home production)
received by unemployed members, Pt is the price level, Bt−1 is the holdings of one-
period nominal bonds that pay a gross nominal interest rate (1 + it ) one period later,
and�t is a lump-sum component of income that may include dividends from the firm
sector or lump-sum taxes. From now on, wit will be called the real average wage.

The intertemporal optimality condition is given by the standard Euler condition:

u′(ct ) = β(1 + it )Et

[
Pt
Pt+1

u′(ct+1)

]
. (1)

As usual, optimality also requires that a No-Ponzi condition be satisfied.

1.3 Firms

Firms set prices, post vacancies, and choose hours per worker. The wage bargain
(with employees) over the real average wage is assumed to take place subsequently.
Firms therefore meet the sequence of events described by Figure 1.

The firm’s program. There is a measure-one continuum of firms. Each of them pro-
duces a differentiated good that is sold monopolistically. Consider a firm i ∈ [0, 1]
that starts period t with a continuum of workers of size nit . This firm posts vit vacan-
cies at cost χ and chooses hit working hours for each worker at a real average wage
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wit . The value of the firm i at period t is denoted by �it :

�it = Pit
Pt
ydit − withitnit − χvit + Etβt,t+1�it+1,

where Pit is the firm’s nominal price, ydit the demand for its good, and
βt,t+k≡βku′(ct+k )/u′(ct ) the stochastic discount factor between periods t and t + k.
Cost minimization by households implies that demand for each firm can be written
as

ydit =
(
Pit
Pt

)−ε
ydt , (2)

where ydt denotes aggregate demand. Vacancy posting costs are assumed to take the
form of the same CES function as the one defining the consumption index. Aggregate
demand is therefore given by

ydt = ct + χvt .

Labor is transformed into output by means of the following production function:

ysit = Atnith
α
it ,

where At is a common labor productivity shock. The log of this shock, at = lnAt fol-
lows an AR(1) process, at = ρaat−1 + eat , where e

a
t is an independent and identically

distributed (i.i.d.) shock. The firm commits itself to meeting demand at the chosen
price. This implies that the following condition should hold in every period:(

Pit
Pt

)−ε
ydt = Atnith

α
it . (3)

Given search frictions in the labor market, it is assumed that a newworker becomes
productive in the following period. Employment at firm level is thus given by

nit+1 = (1 − s)nit + q(θt )vit. (4)

The Lagrange multipliers with respect to constraints (3) and (4) are denoted by
mcit and ϑit , respectively. Hence,mcit represents the real marginal cost of production.
Note that mcit is a firm-wide variable. The firm determines the state-contingent path
{hit, vit, nit+1} that maximizes its value �it , subject to constraints (3) and (4).
First-order conditions for the above problem read as follows:

∂hit : mcitαAth
α−1
it = wit + w′

it (hit )hit, (5)

∂vit :
χ

q(θt )
= ϑit, (6)
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∂nit+1 : ϑit = Etβt,t+1[mcit+1At+1h
α
it+1 − wit+1hit+1 + (1 − s)ϑit+1], (7)

where αAthα−1
it is the marginal product of hours, denoted by mpht .

The real marginal wage for a given worker in firm i, that is, wit + w′
it (hit )hit , is

denoted by ωit . As firms determine hours per worker before negotiating over the real
average wage, they take rationally into account that a marginal change in hours per
employee will imply a change in the average wage. This is reflected by the term
w′
it (hit )hit in the marginal wage schedule. From equation (5), the real marginal cost

is given by

mcit = ωit

mpht
. (8)

Hence, the real marginal cost is the ratio between the real marginal wage and the
marginal product of hours. As employment is predetermined, increasing production
in period t requires raising hours per worker. The real marginal cost is therefore the
cost of an additional hour per employee.

The wage bargaining. The value of a match for a given worker in firm i at period t is
denoted byWit :

Wit = withit − xh
h1+ηit

(1 + η)u′(ct )
+ Etβt,t+1[(1 − s)Wit+1 + sUt+1],

where the marginal disutility of labor is expressed in consumption units andUt is the
unemployment value given by

Ut = b+ Etβt,t+1[ f (θt )Wit+1 + (1 − f (θt ))Ut+1].

The firm’s value of a filled match with a given employee at period t is denoted by
Jit :

Jit = mcitAth
α
it − withit + Etβt,t+1[(1 − s)Jit+1 + sVit+1],

where Vit is the firm’s value of a vacancy. Given equation (8), Vit = 0 in equilibrium.
Hence, Ut and Vit = 0 are the values obtained by the worker and the firm, respec-
tively, when the match is dissolved. These values are called the outside options of the
wage bargaining.
In what follows, three alternative types of negotiation over the real average wage

are considered: the Nash bargaining, the credible bargaining, and the wage norm.

Nash bargaining
The Nash bargaining is traditionally applied by the search and matching literature

to obtain the real wage. Here, the real average wage is determined by the General-
ized Nash Solution (1953) with the outside options as threat points, that is, Ut for
the worker and Vit = 0 for the firm. The equilibrium wage satisfies the following
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surplus-sharing rule:

(1 − ζ )(Wit −Ut ) = ζJit,

where ζ denotes the worker’s bargaining power. Inserting forWit ,Ut , and Jit and using
equations (6) and (7) yields the following real average wage9 in firm i:

wnb
it = ζ

[
mcitAth

α−1
it + χ

θt

hit

]
+ (1 − ζ )

[
b

hit
+ xh

hηit
(1 + η)u′(ct )

]
(9)

The real marginal wage in this firm is

ωnbit = wnb
it + wnb

it
′(hit )hit = ζmcitαAth

α−1
it + (1 − ζ )xh

hηit
u′(ct )

Using equation (8), the real marginal wage can be rewritten as

ωnbit = xh
hηit

u′(ct )
. (10)

The real marginal wage of a given worker in firm i is thus equal to the worker’s
marginal rate of substitution between consumption and leisure.

Credible bargaining
Hall and Milgrom (2008) and Christiano, Eichenbaum, and Trabandt (2016) argue

that on a frictional labor market, the surplus of a match is such that both worker and
firm get higher payoffs by going to the end of the wage bargaining rather than leaving
the negotiation to search for another match. The threat to leave the wage bargaining
is then not credible. This means that the outside options are not credible threat points.
The only credible threat is to reject the other party’s offer and continue negotiating
in the following period.
In each period, worker and firm bargain over the real average wage to be paid in

that period. If no wage agreement is reached, then no production takes place in that
period. It is assumed that the worker enjoys the payoff bwhile the firm incurs the fixed
cost γ . The wage bargaining resumes at the beginning of the next period. We follow
Snower and Merkl (2006), Jimeno and Thomas (2013), and Balleer et al. (2015) by
assuming that disagreement in the current period does not affect future returns. Those

9. It is worth stressing here that (9) is not a differential equation in the functionwit (.). In order to have a
differential equation, one would have to expressmcitAthα−1

it in terms ofωit = wit + w′
it (hit )hit . However, the

termmcitAthα−1
it reflects the fact that if a given worker zwalked away from her job, the demand-constrained

firm i would have to make up for the lost output by readjusting the hours of the other workers in the firm.
As worker zwould no longer be in firm i, the first-order conditionmcitαAthα−1

it = ωit for that worker would
no longer apply. It would therefore be incorrect to replace mcitAthα−1

it by ωit
α
in equation (9). Thus, by the

time the worker and the firm negotiate the wage at the end of period t (when pricing, hiring, and production
decisions have already been made), the marginal cost no longer depends on worker z’s marginal wage, and
then on her working hours. I would like to thank Carlos Thomas for showing me that mcit is independent
from hit at the time of the wage bargaining, exactly as in Thomas (2011).
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papers define the disagreement value for a given worker matched with firm i by

W̃it = b+ Etβt,t+1[(1 − s)Wit+1 + sUt+1]

while the disagreement value10 for firm i matched with a given worker is defined by

J̃it = −γ + Etβt,t+1[(1 − s)Jit+1 + sVit+1].

When the threat points are given by the disagreement values, the surplus of the worker
is

Wit − W̃it = withit − xh
h1+ηit

(1 + η)u′(ct )
− b

while the surplus of the firm is

Jit − J̃it = mcitAth
α
it − withit + γ .

The real average wage is still assumed to be determined by the Generalized Nash
Solution.11 The equilibrium wage therefore satisfies the following surplus-sharing
rule:

(1 − ζ )(Wit − W̃it ) = ζ (Jit − J̃it ).

This yields the following real average wage in firm i:

wcb
it = ζ

[
mcitAth

α−1
it + γ

hit

]
+ (1 − ζ )

[
b

hit
+ xh

hηit
(1 + η)u′(ct )

]
. (11)

The real marginal wage in this firm is

ωcbit = wcb
it + wcb′

it (hit )hit = ζmcitαAth
α−1
it + (1 − ζ )xh

hηit
u′(ct )

.

Using equation (8), the real marginal wage can be rewritten as

ωcbit = xh
hηit

u′(ct )
. (12)

10. Jung and Kuester (2011), Faia, Lechthaler, and Merkl (2014), and Kaplan and Menzio (2015)
implicitly use the same definition for the disagreement values. In these papers, surpluses are directly ex-
pressed in flows. This means, for a negotiating party, that the value of a match and the threat point have
the same continuation value terms that cancel each other out when writing the surplus. This happens when
the threat points are the disagreement values defined by W̃it and J̃it . In the words of Kaplan and Menzio
(2015), “The assumption that, in case of disagreement, the firm and the worker do not lose contact with
each other simplifies the analysis by making the wage only a function of current variables.”

11. Boitier and Lepetit (2016) provide an alternative, albeit more complicated, solution for the average
wage under credible bargaining.
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The realmarginal wage for the credible bargaining is equal to theworker’smarginal
rate of substitution between consumption and leisure. Hence, the credible bargaining
and the Nash bargaining share the same expression for the marginal wage. However,
the average wage under credible bargaining is less “flexible” than the average wage
under Nash bargaining. Indeed, the average wage for the credible bargaining is insu-
lated from labor-market conditions: contrary to equation (9), neither unemployment
nor vacancies appear in equation (11). The average wage resulting from the credible
bargaining is therefore sticky with respect to labor-market fluctuations, which notably
reflects that the disagreement values are independent from current period variables.

Wage norm
In order to introduce real wage rigidities, most of the literature that merges NK and

search and matching models assumes that the real average wage is set as a weighted
average of the Nash bargaining real average wage and a real “wage norm.”12 This
norm can take many forms but the last period’s average wage or a constant average
wage are usually considered. Here a constant wage (equal to the steady-state average
wage) is retained as a norm. The real average wage for a given worker in firm i is
therefore:

wwn
it = ψw̄ + (1 − ψ )wnb

it

= ψw̄ + (1 − ψ )

[
ζ

[
mcitAth

α−1
it + χ

θt

hit

]
+ (1 − ζ )

[
b

hit
+ xh

hηit
(1 + η)u′(ct )

]]
,

(13)

where ψ ∈ [0, 1] measures the degree of rigidity of the real average wage. The real
marginal wage in this firm is

ωwn
it = wwn

it + wwn′
it (hit )hit = ψw̄ + (1 − ψ )

[
ζmcitψAth

ψ−1
it + (1 − ζ )xh

hηit
u′(ct )

]
.

Using equation (8), the real marginal wage can be rewritten as

ωwn
it =

ψw̄ + (1 − ψ )(1 − ζ )xh
hηit

u′(ct )

1 − (1 − ψ )ζ
. (14)

The real marginal wage for this specification is a weighted average of the worker’s
marginal rate of substitution between consumption and leisure and the constant wage
norm. With ψ = 0, the marginal wage corresponds to the marginal wage under Nash
bargaining and credible bargaining.Withψ = 1, the marginal wage is fixed and equal

12. The wage norm was initiated by Hall (2005) in the search and matching literature. Blanchard
and Galí (2007, 2010), Krause and Lubik (2007), Faia (2008), Sveen and Weinke (2008), Christoffel and
Linzert (2010), Ravenna and Walsh (2012), among others, take some form of this approach when they
integrate real wage rigidities into the NK model.
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to the steady-state averagewage.Moreover, an increase inψ will reduce the responses
of both the marginal and average wages.

Vacancy posting. The standard job creation condition is obtained by merging equa-
tions (6) and (7). Moreover, replacing mcit by its expression given by equation (8),
we have:

χ

q(θt )
= Etβt,t+1

[
�it+1 + (1 − s)

χ

q(θt+1)

]
(15)

with

�it = −∂withitnit
∂nit

=
(ωit
α

− wit

)
hit

A firm posts vacancies until the cost of hiring an additional worker equals the
expected discounted future benefits from this worker. The costs of hiring a worker
are given by the vacancy posting costs, χ , multiplied by the average duration of a
vacancy, 1

q(θt )
. The benefits of hiring an additional worker are his shadow value, �it ,

plus the vacancy posting costs saved in case the employment relationship continues.
The shadow value of an additional worker, �it , captures the reduction in the wage

bill induced by an additional hire. Indeed, hiring an additional worker allows the firm
to reduce future hours worked of all the firm’s employees by shifting production from
the intensive to the extensive margin. Most importantly for our purpose, �it depends
on the gap between themarginal wage and the averagewage, (ωit

α
− wit ). The intuition

is simple: each of the hours worked by an additional worker will be paid at the average
wage; if the firm did not hire this worker, each of these hours would be paid at the
marginal wage. The “wage gap” thus measures the savings realized on each hour.

Price setting and inflation dynamics. From equations (8), (10), (12), and (14), the
real marginal cost for each wage specification is

mcnbit = mccbit = xh
hηit

u′(ct )mpht
(16)

mcwnit =
ψw̄ + (1 − ψ )(1 − ζ )xh

hηit
u′(ct )

(1 − (1 − α)ζ )mpht
. (17)

Two results are worth noting. First, the Nash bargaining and the credible bargaining
generate the same real marginal cost. This stems from the same real marginal wage
displayed by both wage bargains. The real marginal cost is given by the ratio between
the marginal rate of substitution between consumption and leisure and the marginal
product of hours. Second, sinceψ ∈ [0, 1],mcwnit is less flexible with respect to hours
per worker than mcnbit and mccbit .
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Firms reset their price in a Calvo (1983) fashion. Each period, a firm has a (1 − δ)
probability of re-optimizing its price and a δ probability of keeping its price of the
last period:

Pit =
{
P∗
it with probability 1 − δ

Pit−1 with probabilityδ.
(18)

When a firm has the chance to reset its price, it chooses Pit so as to maximize its
value �it , subject to constraint (18). The first-order condition is

∂Pit : Et

∞∑
T=t

δT−tβt,T PεT y
d
T

{
P∗
it

PT
− ε

ε − 1
mci T (| t

}
= 0, (19)

where P∗
it is the pricing decision, while the subscript T | t denotes period T values

conditional on the firm not having reset its price since period t. According to equation
(20), price setters target a constant mark-up ε

ε−1 �1 over real marginal costs for the
expected duration of the price set in period t.
In a technical appendix,13 we show that the marginal cost schedules (16) and (17)

imply different slopes for the NewKeynesian Phillips Curve (NKPC). Since the Nash
bargaining and the credible bargaining generate the same real marginal cost expres-
sion, we focus our attention on the Nash bargaining on the one hand, and the wage
norm on the other. The results for the Nash bargaining, in this subsection, therefore
convey to the credible bargaining. The NKPC for the Nash bargaining and the wage
norm are given by

πnbt = βEtπt+1 + κnbm̂cnbt , (20)

πwn
t = βEtπt+1 + κwnm̂cwnt , (21)

where πt≡log( PtPt1 ) is the inflation rate and “hats” denote log deviations of a variable

around its steady-state value. κnb and κwn read as follows:

κnb = (1 − δβ )(1 − δ)

δ

1

1 + φnb
,

κwn = (1 − δβ )(1 − δ)

δ

1

1 + φwn
.

The expressions for κnb and κwn are very similar to the one produced either by an
NK model without search frictions (e.g., Galí 2008, chapter 3), or by a NK model
with search frictions in which the firms setting prices are different from the firms that

13. Available upon request to the author.
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are subject to search frictions (e.g., Walsh 2005). The only difference is the presence
of the φnb and φwn terms, resulting from the fact that there is a single set of firms that
both set prices and hire workers in a frictional labor market:14

φnb = 1

α

[
ηε − δβητ nnb

]
,

φwn = 1

α

[
Dηε − Dδβητ nwn

]
,

with ε the elasticity of substitution between differentiated goods. The expressions
(and the derivation) for τ nnb and τ nwn are provided in the technical appendix. The
parameter D is given by

D =
(1 − ψ )(1 − ζ )xh hη

u′(c)

ψw̄ + (1 − ψ )(1 − ζ )xh hη
u′(c)

≤ 1.

The parameters φnb and φwn have two components each: ηε and δβητ nb for φnb;
Dηε andDδβητwn for φwn.15 The terms ηε andDηε embody the existence of strategic
complementarities in price setting, or real price rigidities in Ball and Romer (1990)
terminology. These complementarities dampen the price level adjustment in response
to real marginal cost movements. To understand this point, take a price-setter that is
considering a reduction in its nominal price. Given the prices of other firms, such a
reduction implies a reduction in its real price. This increases its sales by an elasticity
ε. Since employment is predetermined, the firm has to increase hours per worker in
the initial period so as to accommodate the higher demand for its good. The rise in
hours entails an increase in the real marginal cost, that is, the cost of a marginal hour
per employee, which is all the more important as η is large. This anticipated increase
in real marginal costs leads the firm to choose a smaller price reduction than the
one initially considered. This results in strategic complementarities: given that some
prices are kept unchanged (due to Calvo price setting), the firms that have the ability
to adjust theirs, change these prices by a little amount.
Crucially, as D ≤ 1, the degree of strategic complementarities is higher for the

Nash bargaining than for the wage norm. Indeed, for the Nash bargaining, an addi-
tional hour per worker increases the real marginal cost by an elasticity η, through the

14. Thomas (2011) raises the analogy between the present model and those, exemplified byWoodford
(2005), with firm-specific capital. Indeed, the search frictions characterizing the labor market give rise
(endogenously) to long-run employment relationships, thus making labor specific to each firm. Hence, the
employment stock plays an analogous role to the capital stock in firm-specific capital models. Thomas
stresses that this implies similar complications in firms’ price-setting decisions, because the latter interact
with forward-looking hiring decisions (investment decisions in firm-specific capital models). In particular,
the relative stock of workers of a given firm now appears in its pricing decision. In order to solve the
resulting difficulty, Thomas (2011, pp. 1142–1144) applies the method developed by Woodford (2005)
in the context of a model with firm-specific capital. We follow Thomas (and therefore Woodford) in our
technical appendix.

15. The following discussion closely follows Thomas (2011, pp. 1145–1146).
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increase in workers’ marginal disutility of labor. However, for the wage norm, only
a fraction D of the real marginal cost is flexible. An additional hour per worker thus
increases the real marginal cost only by an elasticity Dη.
The terms δβητ nb andDδβητwn reflect that real marginal costs, for a given amount

of output, decrease with the firms’ employment stock. Contrary to strategic com-
plementarities, this accelerates price adjustment to real marginal cost fluctuations.16

Thomas (2011) demonstrates that ηε > δβητ nb while we show in the technical ap-
pendix that Dηε > Dδβητwn. This means that the latter effect is dominated by the
strategic complementarities effect, for both the Nash bargaining and the wage norm.
Both φnb and φwn are therefore positive. Furthermore, we also show that φnb≥φwn.
This implies that the NKPC resulting from the Nash bargaining is flatter than the
NKPC resulting from the wage norm: for the Nash bargaining, fluctuations in real
marginal costs are turned into inflation by a lower extent. This is due to the higher
degree of strategic complementarities in price setting stemming from this wage
bargain.

1.4 Aggregate Output and Market Clearing

Aggregate output yt is obtained by aggregating the goods produced by each firm:

yt≡
(∫ 1

0
y
ε−1
ε

it di

) ε
ε−1

.

The goods market clearing condition is

yt = ydt ,

which implies

yt = ct + χvt . (22)

From the firm’s production function, we obtain the aggregate production function:

yt = Atnth
α
t . (23)

16. To make things clear, take the same firm considering a reduction in its nominal price. With such a
reduction, the firm expects a larger employment stock, and therefore lower real marginal costs in the future.
This effect leads the firm to choose a larger price reduction than the one initially considered. Again, this
effect is stronger for the Nash bargaining: as the real marginal cost is more flexible for the Nash bargaining,
the anticipation of even lower real marginal costs in the future leads the firm to reduce its price even more.
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1.5 Monetary Policy

We followmuch of the NK literature by assuming that monetary policy is described
by a Taylor-type interest rate rule:

it = ρiit−1 + (1 − ρi)(ρ + ϕππt + ϕyŷt ) + emt , (24)

where ρ ≡ − logβ denotes the household’s discount rate, ρi captures the degree of
interest rate smoothing, ϕπ and ϕy the responses to inflation and deviations of output
from its steady-state value, respectively, and emt is an i.i.d. shock to monetary policy.

1.6 Log-Linearized Equilibrium Conditions

From now on, we assume the following functional forms for the preferences re-
garding consumption and the matching technology:

u(ct ) = ln(ct ),

m(ut, vt ) = m0u
1−ς
t v

ς
t .

The equilibrium of the model is characterized by the AR(1) process for labor pro-
ductivity, by equation (24), and by the following equations:17

Tightness:

θ̂t = v̂t − ût .

Employment law of motion:

n̂t+1 = (1 − s)̂nt + s(ς v̂t + (1 − ς )ût ).

Unemployment:

ût = −n

u
n̂t .

Euler equation:

ĉt = Et ĉt+1 − (̂it − Etπt+1).

Job creation condition:

χ

q(θ )
(1 − ς )θ̂t = hβEt

(ω
α
ω̂t+1 − wŵt+1

)

17. Attention is restricted to a log-linear approximation to the equilibrium dynamics around a zero-
inflation steady state. The steady-state value of a given variable is represented by this variable without time
subscript, while “hats” still denote log-deviations of a variable around its steady-state value.
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+
(ω
α

− w
)
hβEt (̂ht+1 + ĉt − ĉt+1) + (1 − s)

χ

q(θ )
βEt ((1 − ς )θ̂t+1 + ĉt − ĉt+1).

Real average wages:

ŵnb
t = 1

w

[
ζmcAhα−1(m̂ct + Ât + (α − 1)̂ht ) + ζχθ

h
(θ̂t − ĥt ) − (1 − ζ )b

h
ĥt

+ (1 − ζ )xh
hηc

1 + η
(η̂ht + ĉt )

]

ŵcb
t = 1

w

[
ζmcAhα−1(m̂ct + Ât + (α − 1)̂ht ) − ζγ

h
ĥt − (1 − ζ )b

h
ĥt

+ (1 − ζ )xh
hηc

1 + η
(η̂ht + ĉt )

]

ŵwn
t = (1 − ψ )

w

[
ζmcAhα−1(m̂ct + Ât + (α − 1)̂ht ) + ζχθ

h
(θ̂t − ĥt ) − (1 − ζ )b

h
ĥt

+ (1 − ζ )xh
hηc

1 + η
(η̂ht + ĉt )

]

Real marginal wages:

ω̂cbt = ω̂nbt = η̂ht + ĉt

ω̂wn
t = 1

ω

[
(1 − ψ )(1 − ζ )

1 − (1 − α)ζ
xhh

ηc(η̂ht + ĉt )

]
.

Marginal product of hours:

m̂pht = Ât + (α − 1)̂ht .

Real marginal costs:

m̂ccbt = m̂cnbt = η̂ht + ĉt − m̂pht

m̂cwn
t = 1

mc

[
(1 − ψ )(1 − ζ )

(1 − (1 − α)ζ )mph
xhh

ηc(η̂ht + ĉt )

]
− m̂pht .
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NKPC:

π cbt = πnbt = βEtπt+1 + κnbm̂cnbt

πwn
t = βEtπt+1 + κwnm̂cwnt .

Final goods market clearing condition:

ŷt = c

y
ĉt + χv

y
v̂t .

Aggregate production function:

ŷt = Ât + n̂t + α̂ht .

2. THE JOINT DYNAMICS OF UNEMPLOYMENT AND INFLATION

2.1 Calibration

Technology, preferences, and price rigidities. Time is measured in months. We
set α = 0.99, implying only mildly decreasing returns to hours worked per worker.
We select a standard value for the discount factor β = 0.991/3, corresponding to an
annual interest rate equal of 4%. Hours per worker are normalized to one at the
steady state and the scaling parameter xh is adjusted accordingly. We set η = 2, cor-
responding to a Frisch labor-supply elasticity (1/η) of 0.5. We choose a standard av-
erage duration for a price contract of approximately a year, which entails δ = 1 − 1

12 .
The monopolistic markup is set to a conventional level of 20%, implying an elas-
ticity of substitution between differentiated goods ε equal to 6. Given the values of
α, β, η, ε, and δ, we obtain φnb = 1.55 and then κnb = 0.0028 for both the Nash
bargaining and the credible bargaining. At the same time, we have φwn = 0.72 and
κwn = 0.0042 for the wage norm. Therefore, the slope of the NKPC for the Nash
bargaining and the credible bargaining is flatter than the slope of the NKPC for the
wage norm.

Labor market. From Shimer (2005), we set the separation rate s at 0.03. We target
a steady-state unemployment rate of 0.06 (which is the average rate of our sample)
and a probability of finding a worker of 0.33 (which corresponds to the quarterly
probability of 0.70 found by Den Haan, Ramey, and Watson 2000). The efficiency
parameter of the matching function m0 is set to match these two targets. For the elas-
ticity of the matching function with respect to vacancies, we select ς = 0.6, from the
evidence reported in Blanchard and Diamond (1989). In accordance with the figure
found by Silva and Toledo (2009), the value of the vacancy posting cost χ is chosen
so as to represents 10% of the monthly real wage income at the steady state, which
entails χ = 0.082. We let b adjusts to solve the job-creation condition at the steady
state. We obtain b = 0.425, which is very close to the value of 0.4 often used in the
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TABLE 1

Parameters

Parameter Definition Value

β Discount factor 0.991/3
η Convexity of labor disutility 2
xh Scaling factor to disutility of work 0.884
δ Fraction of unchanged prices 0.92
ε Elasticity of demand curves 6
κnb Slope NKPC, Nash bargaining 0.0028
κwn Slope NKPC, wage norm 0.0042
s Separation rate 0.03
ς Elasticity matching fct wrt vacancies 0.6
mo Efficiency parameter of the matching fct 0.38
χ Vacancy posting cost 0.082
ζ Worker’s bargaining power 0.5
b Flow value of unemployment 0.425
γ Fixed cost for employers, credible bargaining 0.117
ψ Partial adjustment coefficient, wage norm 0.4
ρa AC of productivity shock 0.951/3
ϕπ Response to inflation in the Taylor rule 1.5
ϕy Response to output gap in the Taylor rule 0.5/12
ρi Interest rate smoothing 0.81/3

literature. The worker’s bargaining power ζ is chosen at 0.5, a common practice that
implies a symmetric bargaining. The value of the fixed cost incurred by employers
under credible bargaining, γ = 0.117, is chosen so as to induce the same steady-state
average wage as we get for the Nash bargaining.18 Finally, the partial adjustment co-
efficient ψ of the wage norm is set to 0.4, the value that allows to reproduce the
empirical volatility of the real average wage. Note that at the steady state, the average
wage for the wage norm is always equal to the average wage for the Nash bargaining,
whatever the value of ψ . Overall, our calibration strategy implies the same steady-
state values for all the wage bargains considered.

Monetary policy and shocks. We set standard values for the parameters of the
Taylor rule: ϕπ = 1.5, ϕy = 0.5/12, and ρi = 0.81/3. We select the standard devia-
tion of the interest rate shock, σm = 0.058%, from Walsh (2005).19 The aggregate
productivity shock At is normalized to one at the steady state. The log of this shock
follows an AR(1) process with an auto-correlation coefficient ρa set at the usual value
of 0.951/3. The standard deviation of the productivity shock, for each wage bargain,
is chosen to replicate the standard deviation of real output in the data.
All the parameters are summarized in Table 1 while the steady state for some of

the model variables is reported in Table 2.

18. This value for γ is in fact equal to χθ , as at the steady state the average wage for the credible
bargaining is equal to the average wage for the Nash bargaining only if γ = χθ .

19. Walsh (2005) finds a quarterly standard deviation for this shock equal to 0.2%, —corresponding
to a monthly value of 0.058%.
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TABLE 2

Steady state

Variable Definition Value

y Real output 0.94
c Consumption 0.933
h Hours per worker 1
n Employment 0.94
u Unemployment rate 0.06
v Vacancy rate 0.085
w Real average wage 0.825
ω Real marginal wage 1/1.2
mc Real marginal cost 1/1.2

TABLE 3

Labor-market and inflation dynamics

CB NB WN

Data Prod. Mon. Both Prod. Mon. Both Prod. Mon. Both

σ (yt ),% 1.56 1.25 0.92 1.56 1.34 0.85 1.58 1.30 0.88 1.56
σ (ut )/σ (yt ) 8.48 6.90 10.86 8.46 3.73 5.35 4.28 2.98 4.94 3.72
σ (vt )/σ (yt ) 9.11 7.76 13.20 9.95 4.62 6.57 5.29 3.11 5.94 4.23
σ (θt )/σ (yt ) 17.22 13.04 20.90 16.16 7.22 10.33 8.29 5.55 9.49 7.04
σ (ht )/σ (yt ) 0.34 0.65 0.54 0.61 0.85 0.73 0.83 0.59 0.75 0.65
σ (wt )/σ (yt ) 0.60 0.66 1.08 0.83 1.32 2.11 1.60 0.48 0.82 0.61
ε(ωt ) [1.84 - 3.24] 1.79 3.43 2.34 1.84 3.29 2.25 1.01 1.38 1.17
σ (πt )/σ (yt ) 0.18 0.41 0.08 0.33 0.42 0.13 0.37 0.42 0.09 0.35

2.2 Quantitative Analysis

The second column of Table 3 displays the standard deviations and autocorrela-
tions of the main labor-market variables and inflation. We consider U.S. data from
1953:q1 to 2013:q2.20 Two well-known stylized facts are summarized: (i) the unem-
ployment and vacancy rates (second and third rows, respectively) are highly volatile,
as compared to real output; (ii) the inflation rate (eighth row) is only weakly volatile,
again as compared to real output.21

20. All data are taken from the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis database, except the vacancy rate
that comes from the index built by Barnichon (2010) (available on Barnichon’s website). We use quarterly,
seasonally adjusted data on real GDP (in billions of chained 2009 dollars), civilian unemployment rates,
civilian employment, the composite Help-Wanted Index, hours per employee in the nonfarm business sec-
tor, real hourly compensation in the nonfarm business sector, and quarter-on-quarter inflation of the GDP
deflator. All data, except inflation, are logged and HP-filtered with a conventional smoothing parameter
(1,600).

21. In order to calculate model moments, we follow Thomas (2011). We simulate 816 months of arti-
ficial data and take quarterly averages. We discard the first 30 observations so as to eliminate the effects of
initial conditions. We are therefore left with 242 observations, which corresponds to the sample size. These
simulated data are HP-filtered in line with actual data. We next calculate the relevant second moments. We
repeat this operation 200 times and finally take averages for each vector of moments.
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The seventh row of Table 3 gives the elasticity of the marginal wage with respect
to hours per worker, ε(ωt ).22 The empirical values for this elasticity comes from Bils
(1987). In a first approach, Bils estimates the effect of hours on overtime hours di-
rectly, assuming an overtime premium of 50%. He finds that an increase in hours per
week from 40 to 41 in manufacturing23 raises ωt by 4.6%. This implies ε(ωt ) = 1.84.
In a second approach, the marginal wage schedule is estimated indirectly from ob-
serving the cost-minimizing choices made by firms for employment and hours. Using
OLS, Bils finds that going from 40 to 41 hours per week raises ωt by 6.6%, which
implies ε(ωt ) = 2.64. Using instrumental variables, the increase in ωt is 8.1%, which
implies ε(ωt ) = 3.24.24

The model-simulated moments (from the third to the last column) are provided
when the source of the fluctuations are productivity shocks (“Prod.”), monetary policy
shocks (“Mon.”) and both types of shocks together.

Labor-market dynamics. Table 3 makes clear that the credible bargaining (CB)
replicates the high volatility of the unemployment and vacancy rates. Conversely, the
Nash bargaining (NB) and the wage norm (WN) generate only small fluctuations for
these two rates.
In order to illustrate how the relative movements of the marginal and average

wages are critical in producing these results, let us assume that the economy is hit
by an expansionary monetary policy shock. Figure 2 displays the dynamic effects
of a decrease of 25 basis points in emt .

25 Since most firms cannot reset their selling
price instantaneously, they respond to the resulting rise in aggregate demand by
expanding production. Given that employment is predetermined, these firms have
to hire additional hours of existing employees to raise production when the shock
occurs. The immediate increase in hours per worker is roughly the same for the three
wage bargains considered. However, this increase leads to differentiated responses
for the marginal wage. This wage rises significantly under credible bargaining and
Nash bargaining, while it increases only moderately for the wage norm. At the
same time, firms create jobs that will become productive in the following period.
The labor market therefore tightens, which pushes up the average wage. Again, the
responses differ across the wage bargains: the average wage rises substantially under
Nash bargaining, while it increases only mildly for the wage norm and the credible
bargaining.26 According to equation (15), job creations are driven by the gap between
the marginal wage and the average wage. This wage gap hardly increases for the

22. For the simulated model, this elasticity is approximated by σ (ωt )
σ (ht )

.

23. For the 21 SIC classified two-digit manufacturing industries from 1956 to 1983. We are not aware
of newer attempts to measure the shape of the marginal wage.

24. It is worthy to note that, while ε(ωt ) can take different values, the relation between the marginal
wage and the average wage is always given by ωt = wt + w′

t (ht )ht , which is exactly the relation that holds
in our baseline framework.

25. Corresponding to a decrease of 100 basis points in the annualized nominal rate.
26. Actually, the average wage does not increase at all with labor-market tightness under the particular

version of the credible bargaining retained in this paper. This wage nonetheless responds to demand shocks
through their impact on hours per worker.
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Fig 2. IRF to an Expansionary Monetary Policy Shock.

wage norm and the Nash bargaining as, for each of these bargains, the marginal wage
and the average wage display roughly the same pattern. Instead, this gap sharply
rises under credible bargaining, given that the marginal wage increases much more
than the average wage. Hence, job creations are magnified under this latter wage
bargain, explaining the much higher increase in vacancies and, subsequently, in
employment.
Similarly, Figure 3 displays the economy’s response to a one-standard deviation

positive shock to labor productivity. As aggregate demand is initially not affected
by this kind of shock, firms keep on producing the same output. A constant output
associated with a higher productivity implies that firms now need less labor. Hours per
worker thus decline on impact, inducing a fall in the marginal wage that is stronger
for the credible bargaining and the Nash bargaining than for the wage norm. Firms
also reduce job creations, inducing a fall in the average wage that is stronger for the
Nash bargaining than for the credible bargaining and the wage norm. The wage gap
therefore collapses under credible bargaining, whereas its decrease is only limited
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Fig 3. IRF to a Positive Productivity Shock.

for the Nash bargaining and the wage norm. The sharper fall in the wage gap under
credible bargaining generates a larger decline in vacancies, and then in employment.
Hence, a NKmodel for which firms unilaterally adjust both margins of labor is able

to replicate the dynamics of unemployment, once is embedded a wage bargain gen-
erating larger responses for the marginal wage than for the average wage. Two points
are worth emphasizing here. First, other wage bargains than the credible bargaining
can reproduce the volatility of the unemployment and vacancy rates, as long as they
deliver sufficient variations in the wage gap. In the technical appendix, we notably
show that this is the case for the Nash bargaining when the worker’s bargaining power
is close to zero.27 Second, a main conclusion that can be drawn from this subsection
is that what matters for labor-market dynamics is not the “stickiness” of wages per
se, but the stickiness of the average wage with respect to the marginal wage. To see
this even more clearly, the third column of Table 4 provides the results when a very

27. A low value for this parameter reduces the responses of the average wage, while leaving unchanged
the responses of the marginal wage.
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TABLE 4

Labor-market and inflation dynamics

Baseline RTM
Data WN (ψ = 0.9) CB NB WN CSE

σ (yt ),% 1.56 1.56 1.56 1.55 1.56 1.57
σ (ut )/σ (yt ) 8.48 3.14 1.10 1.14 1.12 4.47
σ (vt )/σ (yt ) 9.11 3.07 1.18 1.24 1.16 5.66
σ (θt )/σ (yt ) 17.22 5.77 2.05 2.15 2.08 9.37
σ (ht )/σ (yt ) 0.34 0.64 0.93 1.08 0.75 0.78
σ (wt )/σ (yt ) 0.60 0.06 0.34 0.61 0.27 1.56
ε(ωt ) [1.84 - 3.24] 0.17 0.37 0.58 0.36 2.24
σ (πt )/σ (yt ) 0.18 0.32 0.33 0.34 0.33 0.36

high value of wage rigidity (ψ = 0.9) is chosen for the wage norm.28 In this case,
both the average wage and the marginal wage exhibit very small variations. But as
the average wage is not much stickier than the marginal wage, the volatility of the
unemployment and vacancy rates is not amplified.

Inflation dynamics. From the last row of Table 3, we can see that every wage
bargain replicates the low volatility of the inflation rate. This was expected for the
wage norm, given that this wage bargain delivers small variations in the marginal
wage (and therefore in marginal cost). However, the ability of the Nash bargain-
ing and the credible bargaining to generate small movements in the inflation rate
is more surprising, as these wage bargains display large variations in the marginal
wage.
To understand this result, recall that the variations of the marginal wage alter the

dynamics of inflation through two different effects. The first effect is direct: for a
given slope of the NKPC, fluctuations in the marginal wage implies fluctuations in
marginal cost and therefore inflation movements. Moreover, the magnitude of this ef-
fect is positively related to the size of the variations in the marginal wage: the higher
these variations, the larger the responses of inflation. At the same time, there is an
indirect effect operating through the slope of the NKPC. This second effect is related
to the presence of strategic complementarities. Indeed, a firm that considers a fall in
its price (e.g., after a positive productivity shock) will have to raise hours per em-
ployee to satisfy the resulting additional demand. The increase in the marginal wage
that will ensue finally leads this firm to choose a smaller price reduction, which flat-
tens the NKPC. Furthermore, the amount of strategic complementarities positively
depends on the size of the fluctuations in the marginal wage: the larger the increase
in the marginal wage in response to the rise in hours per worker, the smaller the price
reduction finally chosen and the flatter the NKPC.
The seventh row of Table 3 shows that under Nash bargaining and credible bar-

gaining, the marginal wage sharply responds to variations in hours per worker. This
entails a large direct effect on inflation dynamics. On the other hand, strong strategic

28. Each column of Table 4 displays results for both monetary and productivity shocks together.
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Fig 4. Timing - RTM.

complementarities—and then a very flat NKPC—result from these responses of the
marginal wage. The ability of the Nash bargaining and the credible bargaining to re-
produce the low volatility of the inflation rate therefore means that the indirect effect
dominates the direct effect: the sharp responses of the marginal wage result in large
movements along a very flat NKPC.

3. RIGHT TO MANAGE AND COMPETITIVE SEARCH EQUILIBRIUM

We finally consider two important modifications of the basic framework.

3.1 Right To Manage

Recall that in the baseline framework exposed in Section 1, firms are assumed to
choose hours per worker before the wage negotiation occurs, taking rationally into
account that a marginal change in hours per employee will imply a change in the
bargained average wage. Hence, the marginal and average wages are not equal and
can display different cyclical pattern. In the Right-To-Manage framework (henceforth
RTM), initially developed by Trigari (2006), firms are instead assumed to choose
hours per worker after the average wage was negotiated. The sequence of events is
described by Figure 4.
Under RTM, firms can hire each additional hour per employee at the current aver-

age wage. The first-order condition with respect to hours per worker for firm i is now
given by

mcitαAth
α−1
it = wit (25)
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instead of equation (5). Thus, we have ωit = wit ∀t, which means that the marginal
wage is driven by the average wage. Within this set-up, we implement the three
wage bargains described in Section 1. So as to ease this implementation, we
assume that the expression of the average wage for each of these wage bar-
gains is the same as in Section 1.29 The real average wage, and then the real
marginal wage, is consequently given by equation (9) for the Nash bargaining,
by equation (11) for the credible bargaining and by equation (13) for the wage
norm.
Table 4 makes clear that the RTM fails to reproduce labor-market dynamics, what-

ever the wage bargain. Even for the credible bargaining the results are at odds with the
data. This is consistent with the argument advanced throughout this paper: when firms
determine both employment and hours per worker, it is required that the marginal
wage be much more responsive than the average wage to shocks. The fact that these
two wages display exactly the same pattern explains why the results obtained with
the RTM are poor.

3.2 Competitive Search Equilibrium

In the baseline framework of Section 1 (as well as in the RTM framework
of the previous subsection), the average wage is assumed to be determined af-
ter the (random search) matching process. In contrast, in Competitive Search
Equilibrium (henceforth CSE, initiated by Moen 1997), the average wage is
determined before the (directed search) matching process. In this latter case,
the average wage is posted by firms (and no subject to negotiation thereafter).
Here, we follow the guidelines proposed by Arseneau and Chugh (2008, Sec-
tion 7) and modify the baseline framework in order to make it consistent with
CSE.
We notably assume that hiring is “instantaneous,” that is, a newly employed worker

starts working immediately.30 Employment at firm level is thus given by

nit = (1 − s)nit−1 + q(θt )vit

instead of equation (4). The unemployment value now writes:

Ut = b+ Etβt,t+1[ f (θt+1)Wit+1 + (1 − f (θt+1))Ut+1],

29. For the RTM, this assumption means that firms and workers bargain over the average wage taking
as given subsequent hiring decisions. Such an assumption is notably made by Moene and Wallerstein
(2010) and Jimeno and Thomas (2013), when the wage bargaining takes place at the sector level. Note that
this simplifying assumption has no significant impact on the results.

30. Assuming instantaneous hiring considerably simplifies the determination of the equilibrium aver-
age wage, and allows to express this latter as a variant of the Nash-bargained average wage. At the same
time, Thomas (2011, p.1141, footnote 9) points out that with instantaneous hiring, and under the main-
tained assumption of linear hiring costs, strategic complementarities are absent (Sveen and Weinke 2009,
instead, obtain strategic complementarities by assuming convex hiring costs along with instantaneous hir-
ing). In order to ease the comparison with our previous results, we will assume that the slope of the NKPC
for CSE is the same as under Nash bargaining with predetermined employment. As we do not evaluate
CSE according to its ability to reproduce inflation dynamics, this assumption is innocuous.
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Fig 5. Timing - CSE

where it is the job-finding rate at time t + 1 (and not at time t) that matters.
In CSE, firms search workers within particular “submarkets.” At the same time,

unemployed workers direct their job search to a particular submarket. Within a given
submarket, firms meet the sequence of events described by Figure 5. Firms both
choose hours per worker and post wages before the directed search occurs, but ra-
tionally take into account the effect of wages on the other side of the market.
The first order condition with respect to hours per worker is the same as in the

baseline timing assumption, namely:

mci jt = ωi jt

αAth
α−1
i jt

.

In CSE, matching probability depends on tightness of “applications” at firm i
within submarket j. The job creation condition for firm i j is thus given by

χ

q(θi jt )
= mci jtAth

α
i jt − wi jthi jt + Etβt,t+1(1 − s)

χ

q(θi jt+1)
. (26)

At the same time, the value of a match for a given worker in firm i j becomes

Wijt = wi jthi jt − xh
h1+ηi jt

(1 + η)u′(ct )
+ Etβt,t+1[(1 − s)Wijt+1 + sUt+1]

As workers optimally direct their search, the expected payoff of searching
for/applying to a job at firm i j is

f (θi jt )Wijt + (1 − f (θi jt ))Ut = X, (27)
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where X is the payoff of searching at another firm or another submarket.
Firm i j maximizes (26) with respect to wi jt and θi jt , taking (27) as a constraint,

FOCs are

φi jt = − q(θi jt )

f (θi jt )
, (28)

∂q(θi jt )

∂θi jt

[
mci jtAth

α
i jt − wi jthi jt + Etβt,t+1(1 − s)

χ

q(θi jt+1)

]

−φi jt ∂ f (θi jt )
∂θi jt

[Wijt −Ut] = 0, (29)

where φi jt is the Lagrange multiplier of constraint (27). Moreover, the first term in
brackets in (29) corresponds to Ji jt , the value of a filled job for firm i j at time t. Com-
bining (28) with (29), and recalling the form of the matching function (m(ut, vt ) =
m0u

1−ς
t v

ς
t ), implies

ς (Wijt −Ut ) = (1 − ς )Ji jt, (30)

which is exactly the Nash-bargained sharing rule with knife-edge Hosios condition
(ς = 1 − ζ ).

The last column of Table 4 displays the results for CSE. The volatility of the un-
employment and vacancy rates is low. This stems from the fact that the solution for
CSE corresponds to that of Nash bargaining. In addition, the Hosios condition entails
a relatively large bargaining power for workers (ζ = 0.4), very close to the value
we have assumed in the calibration of the baseline framework (ζ = 0.5). Therefore,
the average wage responds to shocks nearly as much as the marginal wage, inducing
weak fluctuations in the wage gap.

4. CONCLUSION

We have argued that NKmodels for which firms unilaterally adjust both margins of
labor are able to reproduce the dynamics of the labor market in the United States. A
necessary condition is that the marginal wage must be much more responsive than the
average wage to shocks. We have considered an NKmodel with labor-market match-
ing frictions in which firms set employment, hours per worker, and prices. Within
this framework, we have shown that the wage bargains that generate a marginal wage
muchmore responsive than the average wage replicate the high volatility of the unem-
ployment and vacancy rates. Moreover, in spite of the large responses of the marginal
wage, these wage bargains deliver inflation inertia.
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The larger responses of the marginal wage imply that the value of an additional
worker is itself highly responsive to shocks, amplifying the adjustment of labor
along the extensive margin. At the same time, these responses induce strong strate-
gic complementarities between price setters, which provide inflation inertia through
a flat NKPC.
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